
The present invention relates to triple safety braking system assembly in Wireline 

Winch. More particularly, invention relates to a mechanically, hydraulically and air-

operated braking system in wireline operations for oil and/or gas wells. 
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FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention relates to triple safety braking system assembly in Wireline 

Winch. More particularly, invention relates to a mechanically, hydrauiicaliy and air-

operated braking system in wireline operations for oil and/or gas wells. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

Oil and gas well work over services utilize wireline procedures for performing a number 

of downhole operations. Some of these downhole operations involve installing, 

actuating, and removing various types of well equipment and removing tools. Well 

wireline services utilize tools connected to a long length of steel wireline necessary to 

reach the work area in the well. 

A great deal of force, acceleration, speed, and control is needed to operate tools in the 

well. Powerful mechanical rotational means such as diesel engine driven wireline reels 

have been used to achieve the necessary pulling force. Both powerful torque and jarring 

actions are required of a wireline reel system. The wireline service industry usually 

achieves the requirement by various methods of gears, drive couplings, chains, 

sprockets, levers, dog clutches, etc. connected to a large horsepower prime mover such 

as a diesel engine. Inapt braking system or assembly may lead to disasters during the 

operation. Uncontrolled operations would obviously lead to increased downtime and 

risk to life. 
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During the borewell operations a well tool is set, activated, deactivated, stuck, or being 

removed. Uncontrolled winding would lead to accidents, losses due to down time and 

risk on life. Braking systems are thus indispensable requirement for the winch assembly. 

In general, single braking system is utilized for controlling winding speed. However, 

there are known issues with existing braking system leading to frequent failures. 

The state of the art winches have problems of frequent breakdown, increased down

time and ineffective braking action which lead to frequent problems and 

mismanagement of wireline operations. Inadequate braking system in a wireline 

assembly is required to be addressed. 

So far people have used single system to apply brake to the wire line winches used in 

offshore or onshore operations. In case of failure of the system the oil companies run 

into huge financial loss due to expensive devices and tools getting lost in the oil wells 

which may necessitate fishing jobs which require expensive work-over operations. It 

may result into losses worth several hundred crores of rupees. It is among the objects 

of the present invention to provide a winch apparatus which obviates or mitigates these 

disadvantages. Therefore, it would be a useful advance if systems and methods were 

devised for more safety braking system in wireline operations. 

OBJEa OF THE INVENTION 

The main object of the invention is to provide a wireline winch assembly with improved 

braking system. 
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Another object of the invention is to provide a wireline winch assennbly which is easy 

and quicl< to control and operate. 

Another object of the invention is to provide solution for the problem of controlling 

winding during functioning of the winch. 

Still another object of the invention is to address the requirement of hassle free 

functioning of wireline winch especially at the stage of winding in and out of the 

wireline by providing adequate braking system. 

Still another object of the invention is to provide an improved hydraulic, pneumatic and 

mechanical control braking assembly for the winch. 

Yet another object of the invention is to obviate the drawbacks of presently available 

winch assemblies. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention relates to triple safety braking system assembly in Wireline 

Winch. More particularly, invention relates to a mechanically, hydraulically and air-

operated braking system in wireline operations for oil and/or gas wells. 

The proposed invention is a system to be used in the wire line winches. The purpose of 

this system is enabling the wireline winch to stop during the operation through air, 

hydraulic, or mechanical means. If at any time, the air-brake fails, hydraulic-brake can 

be applied and if both of these fail, the third one i.e. mechanical brake can be applied to 
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Stop the system mechanically. The disclosed assembly is aimed at preventing 

accident(s) in highly sensitive offshore areas where oil production is going on. The 

accidents in offshore areas may cause not only loss of / damage to expensive tools and 

instrumentation, but sometimes, there is also danger to the lives of the people 

operating the systems. 

The proposed invention is a triple safety braking system in wireline operations 

comprising Air operated having pneumatic cylinders & control valves; Hydraulic 

operated having hydraulic cylinders & control valves and Mechanically operated having 

leverage system. 

Present system provides a triple safety braking system for the wire line winches and 

gives 100% fool proof system against any loss or damage, by stopping the winch in case 

of an accident, automatically without much human intervention. 

While this provisional patent application contains the description of the principal 

inventive concepts, the complete patent application pursuant hereto, will fully and 

particularly describe the preferred embodiments of the present invention. 

Dated this 2"*̂  day of March, 2012 Jf^ 

LALITAMBASTHA 
o/Patentwire Consultants Pvt. Ltd. 

Agent for the Applicant 
[IN/PA 1319] 
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